
Owner’s Guide





Congratulations on purchasing your Wayl Bean X earbuds!

Bean X is a powerful, long-lasting true wireless Bluetooth 5.0 
earbuds with rich HiFi sound and deep bass. The ergonomic design 

provides comfort and a secure fit to use for all
 of your activities. 

This guide contains instructions for setting up and using your 
Bean X earbuds. Please refer to the safety instructions for 

important product safety information prior to use of the product. 

         A PDF version of this guide is available at 
www.wayl.shop

Your Bean X earbuds come with a one year warranty. 
Must be purchased directly from Wayl, a MyFolio, LLC brand, or Authorized Seller.
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   2 Silicone Ear Loops (on earbuds)
   2 Silicone Ear Tips (on earbuds)

1 Portable Charging Case

1 Micro USB  Charging Cable1 Owner’s Guide

Owner’s Guide

1

2 Wireless Earbuds (L/R)
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Avoid Damaging Your Bean X

Do not expose your earbuds or the charging case to excessive heat.

Do not drop your earbuds or the charging case; they are not 
shock-proof.

Do not place your earbuds or the charging case under water; they are 
not waterproof (they are only sweat proof).

 Do not turn the volume up too high or to the max level for 
 prolonged periods of time to avoid ear damage.

 Using the earbuds in both ears while driving is not 
 recommended and can affect your driving.

 You should use caution or temporarily discontinue use in 
 potentially hazardous situations.

safety instructions

Using Your Earbuds
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Bean X comes with a 1 year warranty. Visit www.wayl.shop to learn more.

Do not use any cleaning agents containing alcohol, ammonia, benzene, 
or abrasives especially on the charging connectors.

Use a soft cloth to clean your earbuds; dampened with a minimum 
amount of water or diluted mild soap. You can also use a pin-like tool to 
clean hard to reach places in the earbuds.

Do not open/replace the batteries in your earbuds or charging case.

Operate or store in a place where the temperature is between -15ºC 
(5ºF) and 55ºC (131ºF) (up to 90% relative humidity).

Excessive and continuous non-stop charging as well as continued 
exposure to heat may reduce the battery life of the earbuds and the 
charging case.
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First Time Connection

Note: Your earbuds come partially charged. Charge your case with the 
(included micro USB cable) with the earbuds inside for 20 minutes then 
follow the next steps:

Automatic Pairing:

1. Open the charging case and remove both earbuds. They will auto 
turn-on and announce “power on”. You will see flickering blue lights on 
both earbuds. If they don’t turn on, charge your case (see page 18)
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“Pairing”

3. Ready to pair with your device. After 3 
seconds, the left earbuds indicator lights will 
be flashing red-blue which means it’s ready to 
connect with your Bluetooth device. 

2. The left and right earbud will auto-pair 
with each other. The earbuds will announce 
“Pairing” after 3 seconds with both earbuds 
being out of the charging case.

Enjoy! Be sure to be within 20 (clear) meters
of your device when playing through the earbuds.

Step 4: If you are connecting to a computer, please see page 11.

Wayl Bean X

4. Check your device’s Bluetooth Settings. 
Make sure Bluetooth is ON and connect 
with “Wayl Bean X”. Your earbud will announce 
“Your device is now connected”. Only connect 
to one earbud in settings. 
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Already Connected / New Connection

Once you’ve paired your earbuds with your device, it should remember 
it again for future use even if you’ve turned off your earbuds or your 
device. If you want to pair with another device, you will need to 
disconnect your device from “Wayl Bean X”  Bluetooth setting before 
pairing with a new device.

Resetting / Disconnecting All Connections

If you encounter any pairing issues, please reset your earbuds. Turn on 
both earbuds and then hold down the yellow control button for 12 
seconds. They will go through a series of red-blue light blinks and then 
power off. This will disconnect from all devices and be ready for pairing.
Place back in the charging case to ready the earbuds for use again.

Manual Pairing:

If both earbuds have been out of the charging case (and are off), turn 
them on by holding down the yellow control button on both earbuds for 
3 seconds. You will see a blue light indicator turn on for both earbuds 
for a few seconds as they auto pair. Follow steps 3 and 4 from 
Automatic Pairing (previous page) to continue.
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Computer Settings

When you want to connect to a Mac or PC, please reset your earbuds 
(see page 10). You may need to connect and disconnect a few times in 
order to address any playback or connection issues. Follow these steps:

1. After you’ve connected to “Wayl Bean X” on your computer’s 
Bluetooth settings - disconnect immediately and then reconnect to 
“Wayl Bean X” again to refresh your Bluetooth connection.

2. Check your sound input settings. Go to:  Sound Setting > Input > 
Internal Microphone. Make sure to choose “Internal Microphone” (i.e. 
Built-in Mic) if you see that option. Do not select “Wayl Bean X” as the 
microphone input if you have a computer microphone or you may 
experience playback issues including freezing, choppiness and/or the 
right earbud being turned off. Follow Step 1 if issues reoccur.

If you continue experiencing computer playback issues, please search 
for a solution based on your computer model or contact us.

Notes: You must be within 20 (clear) meters of your device. Be sure you disconnect from any 
previous device and if necessary “forget device” to make sure you can make a new connection 
to a new device. 
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Earbuds

Bean X is designed to provide a comfortable and secure ergonomic fit. 
The design lets you perform activities without worrying about the 
earbuds feeling loose or falling out. Look at the labeling on the back of 
the earbud for which ear it goes to and follow these steps: 

Optional: You can remove the silicone loop 
and use the earbuds without it if you are 
doing more stationery, seated activities.

1. Fit the silicone ear tip 
into your ear-hole and 
push inwards

2. Fit the silicone ear loop
into the ringed portion of 
your ear

3. Rotate the earbud until it 
feels snug, secure and 
pushed against your ear

LOn the back of the earbud: Left R Right

wear 12



the back of the earbud and the ear loop should line up diagonally 
around a 25° angle when the earbuds are vertical.  The ear tip can go 
with any earbud.

The earbuds consist of two separable silicone 
pieces (ear tip and ear loop) to allow for varying 
use and ease of cleaning (see page 23). To 
reassemble, attach the ear loop with its earbud 
(see the letters on the pieces). The letters on 

Charging Case Design

The charging case is small enough to fit in a pocket for carrying and can 
fit inside a vehicles cup holder for charging with a micro USB cable.
 
The cover is see-through and tinted so you can check on the charging 
status of the earbuds and charging case without having to open it.

25°

L
L

25°

R
R
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Long Press (3 seconds)*

Long Press (12 seconds)**

One Click

Auto Off

Auto On

Auto Pair

Left or Right

Both

Left or Right

Both

Left or Right

Left or Right

 

Power On / Power Off

Reset Earbuds

Cancel Pair Mode

5 Minutes of Inactivity

Remove From Case

Remove Both From Case

Action Earbud Result

Setup

Earbuds

Press the   a   yellow control button to control the 
earbud as listed below: 

a

* Earbuds will auto turn on when removed from the charging case. You only need to 
manually turn them on if they are outside of the charging case and are off. 
** Earbuds must be on first.
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Action Earbud Result

Playing Music/Audio (Earbuds must be on)***

One Click

Two Clicks

Two Clicks

Three Clicks

Left or Right

Left

Right

Left or Right

Play / Pause (Track)

Skip to Previous (Track)

Skip to Next (Track)

Siri or Google Assistant

Talk/Calls (Earbuds must be on)***

One Click

Long Press (2 seconds)

Long Press (2 seconds)

Left or Right

Left or Right

Left or Right

Answer Incoming Call

Reject Incoming Call

End Current Call
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The earbuds volume can only be adjusted by the Bluetooth device it’s 
connected to or through Siri/Google. For example, on an iPhone when 
you activate Siri you can say “volume up” to increase the volume a level.

For the earbuds indicator lights status, please see page 19.

Charging Case

Press the   b   power button to control the 
charging case as listed below: 

One Click

Two Clicks

Auto Off

Turn On the charging case (when it’s off)

Turn Off the charging case (when it’s on)

When the earbuds inside are fully charged
or there are no earbuds 

Action Result

When the charging case is turned off, it will not charge the earbuds. 
Only turn off the case if you are trying to conserve its battery life.

For the charging case indicator lights, please see page 20.

b
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Built-In Microphone

Both earbuds have a built-in microphone. You can adjust the volume of 
your phone (or Bluetooth device) to increase the hearing volume level in 
your earbuds but you cannot increase the microphone level. The 
earbuds microphone volume are preset.

Phone Calls

When your earbuds are connected to your phone (or Bluetooth device), 
use the yellow control button on either earbud to control the call:

One Click

Long Press (2 seconds)

Long Press (2 seconds)

Answer Incoming Call

Reject Incoming Call

End Current Call

Action Result

talk

Both earbuds function during a call. When the call is done, your earbuds 
should stay connected to your device. In case they do not, switch back 
through your device’s Bluetooth settings.
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Earbud in Case (side view)

Make sure your earbuds and the ear loops are pushed 
down (     )  firmly in the case and your charging case 
has power (push the   c   power button). Remove the 
earbuds and reinsert them into the case as needed.

b

c

When the charging case is turned off, it will not charge the earbuds. 
Only turn off the case if you are trying to conserve its battery life.

For the charging case indicator lights, please see page 20.

Charging The Earbuds

Place the earbuds firmly into the charging case so that their indicator 
lights turn on (solid red or blue). Once the earbuds are fully charged 
their indicator lights will turn blue and auto power off (the charging case 
will auto power off as well). 

Earbud Indicator Lights Still Off?

charging 18
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When the charging case is being charged with a micro USB cable and a 
power source, the current indicator light status will be blinking. Once 
the charging case is fully charged, it will turn a solid blue (and not blink):

b   Charging Case Indicator Lights

Red Solid = Charging

Blue Solid = Fully Charged
The earbuds and charging case 
will auto power off to save 
battery life once blue.

a   Earbud Indicator Lights (L/R)

Red/Blue Blink = Pairing
A red-blue blink means the earbud is in pairing 
mode and will not be charging. To cancel the 
pair mode: Turn off the case then back on OR 
Remove both earbuds from the case then place 
them back in.

It will take around 1.5 hours to fully charge the earbuds. The earbuds do 
not necessarily finish charging at exactly the same time. When done, the 
earbud will have a solid blue light then auto power off.

To see how much battery life an earbud has left, please 
connect it to your smartphone and check the battery 
level (top notification bar) or use an app for an android 
phone to see the battery levels of bluetooth devices or 
add the Batteries widget on an iPhone.
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(Adapter not included)

1 Blue Solid = 0-25% power
When the charging case nears 0% it will blink

2 Blue Solid = 25-50% power

3 Blue Solid = 50-75% power

4 Blue Solid = 75-100% power

Blinking = Charging
When the charging case itself is being charged, the current power indicator status 
will blink. When it’s fully charged while plugged in, you will get 4 blue solid lights.

Charge The Charging Case

Charge the case in the   e   micro USB port with the    f    micro USB 
cable through a USB port in a vehicle, computer or wall outlet.

e

f

20

Rotate the case a bit if you have trouble reading which indicator lights 
are on to get a better angle on the lights glow.



When the charging case is charging, the case will have the current blue 
indicator status light blinking. Once it is fully charged, you will have four 
solid blue indicator lights. It takes around 2 hours to fully charge the 
charging case.

If you unplug the Micro USB cable from the charging case while the 
earbuds are fully charged, the case will auto shut off. To turn on, press 
the power button on the case. To turn off, press the power button twice.
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Keep the charging case with you when using your earbuds in case you 
need to recharge them or experience any technical issues with playback 
or device connections.

In addition to charging your earbuds, you should always place the 
earbuds back in the case when not in use. 

When you want to connect to a new device or reset your earbuds, 
placing them back into the charging case and then removing them will 
help refresh the earbuds so they are ready for a new connection. You 
can also turn off the charging case then turn it back on with the earbuds 
inside to help clear any technical issues.

Quick Fix

If you experience any issues, try placing your earbuds back into the case 
until you see the earbuds light indicators turn red and then remove 
them from the case again or try resetting your earbuds (see page 10).

portable charging case 22



Cleaning Your Earbuds

Separate your   a   ear tips and   b   ear loops from your earbuds for 
faster and better cleaning. You can safely clean the silicone ear tips and 
ear loops with water and (dish) soap; be sure to dry them before placing 
them back on the earbuds. For the earbud itself, DO NOT put water on 
the earbuds charging contacts or mesh; lightly use a compressed air 
duster to clean it or gently wipe the earbuds with a soft cloth or pin-like 
tool for the mesh area - DO NOT apply much pressure to avoid damage.

Cleaning Your Charging Case

Use a damped wash cloth to wipe inside and outside the case but DO 
NOT touch the case charging contacts with a wet cloth. You can also use 
a compressed air duster to clean the inside.

Do Not

OK to clean with water & 
(dish) soap
Do not wet the   c   earbud mesh
or the   d   earbud charging 
contacts or   e   case charging 
contacts

a b

c

d

e

care 23
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Bean X delivers a long-lasting, rich high-quality HiFi sound with deep 
bass. The higher the volume the better the sound performance.  It’s 
recommended to play the volume level between 60-80%. Do not play at 
a max volume in order to avoid ear damage. Each earbud has its own 
large capacity 70mAh li-ion rechargeable battery. The charging case has 
a large capacity 800mAh Li-ion rechargeable battery.

Earbuds

Playtime: 6-8 hours

The earbuds can last (play audio) for up to 8 hours on a single charge at 
70-100% volume. The audio and volume level being played determines 
how long the earbuds can last. For example, the earbuds will last longer 
playing an audiobook compared with playing music with heavy bass.

Charging Time: 1.5 hours

It takes around 1.5 hours to charge an earbud from no power to full. In 
general, 10 minutes of charging can give you around 40 minutes of 
audio playtime. You can recharge charged earbuds an additional 3 
times - giving you a total of up to 32 hours playtime before having to 
charge the case itself.

Standby Time: Several Months

When your earbuds are powered off, they can maintain some power for 
up to 2 months or longer. As long as they are off they will reserve power 
for an extended period of time. The earbuds will auto power off after 5 
minutes of inactivity.

Charging Case

Charging Time: 2 hours

The charging case can be fully charged in 2 hours. The source of 
charging (vehicle, computer or wall outlet) will have an impact on how 
fast the case can be charged. The higher the voltage the faster it can be 
charged. A wall outlet, for example, will provide the most voltage while a 
computer will provide the least.

Standby Time: Several Months

When your case is powered off, it can maintain some power for up to 2 
months or longer. As long as the case is off it will reserve power for an 
extended period of time.
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Standby Time: Several Months

When your earbuds are powered off, they can maintain some power for 
up to 2 months or longer. As long as they are off they will reserve power 
for an extended period of time. The earbuds will auto power off after 5 
minutes of inactivity.

Charging Case

Charging Time: 2 hours

The charging case can be fully charged in 2 hours. The source of 
charging (vehicle, computer or wall outlet) will have an impact on how 
fast the case can be charged. The higher the voltage the faster it can be 
charged. A wall outlet, for example, will provide the most voltage while a 
computer will provide the least.

Standby Time: Several Months

When your case is powered off, it can maintain some power for up to 2 
months or longer. As long as the case is off it will reserve power for an 
extended period of time.
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1

Wireless Earbuds
70mAh Li-ion Battery (each)

a

c

e

a    Earbud Body
b    Earbud Ear Position (L or R)
c    Silicone Ear Loop (Removable)
d    Silicone Ear Loop Ear Position (L or R)
e    Silicone Ear Tip (Removable)

bd

f

g

i

h

labels

 f     Yellow Power Control Button
g    Power Indicator Lights
h    Earbud Mesh
 i    Charge Contacts (For Charging Case)
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Portable Charging Case
800mAh Li-ion Battery

b

a    Case Body
b    Case Lid
c    Power Button
d    Earbud Position (L or R)
e    Earbud Placement

a

f
d

g

h

h

e

c
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 f     Micro USB Charge Port
g    Power Indicator Lights
h    Charge Contacts (For Earbuds)



BT Version / Working Distance

Driver type / Frequency
Response / Impedance

Earbud Playtime

Charging Case Earbud Recharges

Earbuds Battery Type

Charging Case Battery Type

Charging Time for Earbuds / Case

Standby Time

Earbud Master

Color

Earbuds / Charge Case Weight  

Earbuds / Charging Case Size

Water Resistance

Certifications

Version 5.0 / 20 Meters

Dynamic 10mm
-20 kHz / 32Ω

Up to 8 Hours Per Charge

3 times - 32 Hours Total Playtime

Lithium-Ion Polymer (3.7V, 70mAh Each)

Lithium-Ion Polymer (3.7V, 800mAh)

1.5 Hours / 2 Hours

Several Months (Earbuds/Case Each)

Left Earbud

Black Matte (Yellow Button)

15g / 66g

18 x 33 x 33mm /  67 x 57 x 40mm (WxHxD)

IPX-3 (Sweatproof)

FCC , CE, RoHS

specifications 28



 

This equipment has been tested and 
found to comply with the limits for a 
Class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 
of the FCC Rules. These limits are 
designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference 
in a residential installation. This 
equipment generates, uses and can 
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the 
instructions, may cause harmful 
interference to radio communications. 
However, there is no guarantee that 
interference will not occur in a particular 
installation. If this equipment does cause 
harmful interference to radio or 
television reception, which can be 
determined by turning the equipment off 
and on, the user is encouraged to try to 
correct the interference by one or more 
of the following measures:

    Reorient or relocate the receiving 
    antenna.
    Increase the separation between the 
    equipment and receiver.

    Connect the equipment into an outlet 
    on a circuit different from that to which 
    the receiver is connected.
    Consult the dealer or an experienced 
    radio/TV technician for help.

Caution: Any changes or modifications to 
this device not explicitly approved by 
manufacturer could void your authority 
to operate this equipment.

This device complies with part 15 of the 
FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions: (1) This device 
may not cause harmful interference, and 
(2) this device must accept any 
interference received, including 
interference that may cause undesired 
operation.

FCC IC Warning Statement
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I can’t get my earbuds to fit in my ears.
The earbuds come with a small ear tip and a small ear loop that fit most 
ears. In case you can’t get a good fit, try to rotate the earbud while the 

I’m having pairing issues.
If you’re pairing your earbuds with each other, connecting to your 
Bluetooth device or are stuck in pair mode (flashing red/blue light 
indicators), then resetting the earbuds will fix the issue. Turn off your 
earbuds (hold down the yellow control buttons on both earbuds for 3 
seconds), the indicator lights will turn red and then off. While they are 
off, hold down the yellow control buttons for 12 seconds (they will turn 
on with a series of lights and blinks) and then the earbuds will turn off 
again. Place the earbuds back into the charging case and follow 
Bluetooth Pairing (see page 8) section to pair your earbuds.

Quick answers to common issues:

Wayl has an extensive knowledge base online to help you troubleshoot 
any of your Bean X issues. You can reach us online or by email at:

www.wayl.shop sales@wayl.shop
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loop is in your ear (see page 12, Step 3). If you still can’t get a good fit, it 
could be that the earbuds are still too large for your ears. Please contact 
us for further assistance. 

One earbud does not work when receiving or making a call.
Both earbuds should work during a call. If only one earbud is working 
during or after receiving a call then the other earbud would have to be 
re-paired with the working earbud. Sometimes a Bluetooth device may 
interfere with the earbud pair and disconnect one. Place both earbuds 
back in the charging case for a few seconds and then remove them.

An earbud indicator light is blinking red-blue while in the case.
Remove both earbuds from the case and press the yellow control 
button on the blinking earbud. Place both earbuds back in the case. The 
pairing mode will be canceled and you will have a solid indicator light. 
You can also turn off the case then back on to refresh the earbuds.

My earbuds are freezing or choppy while connected to and playing 
from my computer.
Be sure to disconnect and reconnect to “Wayl Bean X” to refresh your 
connection. Then check your sound settings on your computer and 
make sure to set your Input to “Internal Microphone” (and not to Wayl 
Bean X). See page 11 for more assistance or contact us.
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Can I use just one earbud?
You can use just the left or right earbud. Remove the earbud you want 
to use and pair it with your device. If you’ve already connected to your 
device, you will see “Wayl Bean X” in your Bluetooth settings. If you see a 
new “Wayl Bean X” ready to connect, this would be the other earbud not 
yet paired. You will see that earbud that is out of the case flashing 
red-blue lights which means it’s ready to connect to your device. Once 
you connect to your device you can play audio in just that earbud. The 
other earbud should remain in the charging case.

I can’t connect to a new/other devices.
Please check that you have disconnected from the previously used 
device and all devices. You can only connect to one device at a time. If 
you are unsure about your connection status, you can always reset your 
earbuds connection (see page 10).

The earbuds are not fully fitting in the charging case.
Remove the earbud from the charging case and check the back of the 
silicone loop on the earbud(s) to make sure it’s angled correctly (see 
page 13) and is also correctly placed on the earbuds.  Adjust accordingly 
and place back in the charging case. Repeat above until it fits back in the 
case (you will see solid red indicator lights on the earbud). If you don’t 
see any lights make sure the charging case is charged.
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The right earbud is not turning on.
If the right earbud is not on (but the left one is) and you can only hear 
audio in the left earbud, it can be due to several issues. 

a) check to see if the battery is dead. Place the right earbud back into 
the charging case along with the left earbud and wait 10 minutes. 
Remove both earbuds from the case. It should auto pair with the left 
earbud (if you see red-blue flashing on the right earbud, press the 
yellow control button).

b) try to re-pair the earbuds with each other. Place both earbuds back 
into the charging case. Power off the charging case then power it back 
on. Wait a few seconds then remove both earbuds from the charging 
case. They should pair with each other within 20 seconds.

c) If needed, try to reset both earbuds (see page 10).

How do I know how much power is left in my earbuds?
Connect to your smartphone and check the battery status of the earbud 
(top status bar or battery widget for an iPhone, a Bluetooth battery 
monitoring app for android).
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